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Farr says public

Bunzel favors
stadium growth
By BILL PATERSON
pertain only to such environmental
San Jose State University Pres. factors as traffic, noise,and air
John Bunzel asked Executive Dean C. pollution and "not to the merits of the
Grant Burton to minimize the objec- project."
tions of student representatives to
"If a student wishes to comment on
the proposed expanision of Spartan the report, he will have to have a
Stadium in a memo dated Feb. 17, written statement listing whatever
1972.
environmental affects may be imThis is in wake of a San Jose Plan- portant solely to the impact study,"
ning Commission meeting tonight, Beall said.
7:30, in the city hall council chambers
He added the study would come up
to discuss an environmental impact late on the commission’s agenda.
study on this stadium.
Members of the AS., including
"It is possible that the objections of Pres. Dennis King could not be
some of the student representatives reached to see if members of his staff
are calculated to derail the project, would attend and make a presensince there are obvious philosophical tation.
differences involved. Personally, I
The stadium expansion was aphope that some way of minimizing
objections can be found," Dr. Bunzel proved in February of 1972 by the
Campus Planning Committee comwrote.
He was referring to the opposition prised of a number of SJSU adof former Associated Student Pres. ministrators and several students as
Mike Buck and his administration well as Pres. Bunzel.
City and university share costs
which opposed the proposed expanPresently both the city and
sion.
university are sharing in the stadium
Plan still unapproved
The expansion under the co-direc- expansion. This plan was approved
tion of the University and the city last October by the city council.
Under the agreement the university
would cost approximately $6 million
and raise the seating capacity from will provide the land while the city
18,200 to 37,000.
will pay for the expansion. The
will also retain
The California State Board of university
Trustees has yet to approve the plan. ownership of the stadium after its
According to commission member payed for according to the agreement.
James Beall, the hearing will review Each will share the profits.
According to university officials,
the impact study conducted by the
the stadium is being expanded
city’s Department of Public Works.
All major public projects which because of an enlarged football
have a "significant impact" on the en- program as well as the city’s need for
vironment must have impact studies a facility for various community acbefore construction, according to a tivities.
Besides the increased capacity inruling last fall by the California State
clude the construction of a new
Supreme Court.
Traffic and pollution study
soccer field as well as other related
Beall emphasized the study would facilities.

New courthouse
solves problems
By MIKE BECKER
one ol the reasons tor the recent
The strain put upon the United expansion. Judge Peckham anStates judicial system by our ever-in- ticipates larger numbers of cases in
creasing population has caused long the future and the eventual construcdelays of trial proceedings and huge tion of permanent facilities.
backlogs of cases.
In an attempt to help alleviate this
problem a temporary federal district
courthouse has been constructed in
San Jose and according to Judge
Robert Peckham, temporary, in this
case means anywhere from six to
eight years (until a permanent
San lose State University’s
faiclity is built).
This puzzling statement is easy to Marching Band is one of three bands
understand, if, as Judge Peckham chosen across the nation to
said, one is familiar with the participate in Army ROTC
workings of a bureaucracy.
nationally televised commercials.
Congress okays court
The band will depart. SJSU early
The cogs in this particular wheel today for Fort Point, San Francisco,
started turning in 1968 when, largely site of the filming.
According to Maj. Steve Taylor, a
through the efforts of Rep. Don
spokesmarrfor SJSU’s ROTC, Ayer, a
Edwards, D-Santa Clara, Congress
okayed the holding of federal court sub -contractor for ROTC
promotional functions, is sponsoring
proceedings in San lose.
and televising the marching
Judge Peckham said that following segments to "help enhance the ROTC
this decision the Santa Clara County program."
Board of Supervisors agreed to rent.
The other groups selected by Ayer
at a dollar a year, courtroom space to are Texas MEM and a Kentucky
the 9th Federal District Court of college (name unavailable at press
Northern California, of which San time).
lose is a part.
The original agreement was for
five years and was extended to reach
the end of 1972. At this time court
was moved to Palo Alto to await the
completion of its new facilities
located at 175 W. Taylor St.
Prefabricated materials used
The new building is similar to the
prefabricated modular offices that
Pres. Nixon had constructed for his
staff in San Clemente. The
Community News Service"We
courthouse was staffed and open for
business on Feb. 8. The first hearing can appreciate what people send to
help the Indians in Wyoming," said
took place on Feb. 20.
Gus Adams, Director of the Indian
sharing
be
will
Two federal judges
Center Inc., 90 S. Second St., San
duties in San Jose. judge Peckham, a Jose, "but there are people right here
ludge
and
Johnson appointee,
in this county who can use the help."
Spencer Williams, a Nixon apAdams. who is a Tlingit Indian of
about
spending
be
pointee, will each
Southeastern Alaska, was speaking
new
the
at
week
month
a
one
of Indian needs in Santa Clara Counfacilities.
ty.
cases
federal
hears
Court
The Indian Center is one of the
Judge Peckham said, "(The San many programs affected by the
lose court) must hear federal termination of the Office of Economic
criminal cases originating in Santa Opportunity. The center’s funds are
Clara, Santa Cruz, San Benito and coming froim Model Cities which
Monterey counties." The judge’s will be granted $4 million in federal
clerk stated that the majority of the funds next year.
"Apparently the Administration
cases before the court involve bank
robbery, narcotics, draft and income was more willing to have an
honorable peace and a carefully
tax violations.
negotiated phase out of the Vietnam
War," stated Adams, "but it appears
Future anticipated
San Jose’s court is not an exception that the war on poverty is going to
to the national trend of increased end hurriedly and drastically
worklirmls tar the courts and this is. without much consideration for the

College band
in commercial

needs convincing

Student adds space to dorm room
Senior aeronautics major Billy lang, who lives in West Hall 1211.
solved the lack of space problem in his single dorm room by building a
platform over his bed.

Indians refuse offer
to leave peacefully
By JAN GUSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
WOUNDED KNEE, S.D.Indians
who have been holding Wounded
Knee since last Tuesday ignored a
federal offer yesterday to depart the
village unarmed. Instead, they requested talks with federal officials
who could implement their demands.
"We want secretary of Interior
Rogers Morton or a top aide," said
Carter Camp,
leader of the
American Indian Movement which
led the takeover of the historic
hamlet. "We would like to see Henry
Kissinger of John Erhlichman out
here."
Want Protection
The Indians want protection from
Richard Wilson, president of the
13,000-member Oglala Sioux tribe.
Most of the tribe resides in the Pine
Ridge Reservation where Wounded
Knee is located.
AIM leaders and Wilson have had
political differences for several months.
Heavily armed federal agents have
patrolled the village in armored
vehicles since Saturday. Numerous

federal marshals and FBI agents
surround the perimeter of the hamlet.
Another offer issued Sunday asked
the Indians to quit the village
unarmed and pass through federal
lines without worry of arrest. The
offer was burned.
Camp termed the burning of the
proposal as "a bit dramatic. But we
consider the offer only a starting
point."
Negotiations
Camp reinstated that they would
not abandon Wounded Knee until
negotiations were settled on their
allegations of corruption in Wilson’s
administration, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, and fiscal affairs at Pine
Ridge.
A steady snowfall has balnketed
the small village and the Indians
have reported that food and heating
fuel are running low.
The Indians are feeding 62 families
that are not a part of the takeover action. This group includes families
from the Wounded Knee area who are
experiencing problems becauseof the
federal outposts that block passage.

By GEORGE REDE
Managing Editor
FRESNOWilliam T. Farr, the Los
Angeles Times reporter jailed for 46
days for refusing to reveal his news
sources,
believes
newspaper
journalists have an "obligation" to
convince the public why shield laws
are necessary.
The embattled reporter, whose
unattributed story in the Los Angeles
Herald Examiner prompted superior
Court Judge Charles H. Older to jail
Farr late last November, has made
several appearances throughout the
nation, explaining the situation of
today’s journalist.
Most recently, he appeared at the
California Intercollegiate Press Association convention Friday in
Fresno to address a gathering of
student editors and reporters.
Later, in an interview with the
Spartan Daily, Farr touched briefly
on a number of topics, both personal
and professional, relating to his case.
Foremost among Farr’s assertions
was the contention that the public,
through its concern, will ultimately
effect change in the nation’s laws to
provide protection of news sources.
"We (reporters) have an obligation
to convince the public of why we feel
the way we do," he said, alluding to
newspapermen’s beliefs that news
sources should be protected.
"I have faith in public discernment
and intelligence," Farr said. "It’s not
as apathetic as portrayed."
If nationwide shield law protection
were provided for journalists, there
would "always be abuse if absolute
privilege is there for the press."
The danger of abuse, however, is
far outweighed by the good that
protection of sources would bring,
according to Farr.
"I feel the press has gotten more
responsible," Farr said.
"The
expertise has increased greatly."
Farr, who began his career in
journalism two decades ago as a
junior high school correspondent for
the Palo Alto Times, said a crucial
point in the reporter’s ability to assure confidence was the position of
the publisher.
Farr said he knew of at least one
publisher, William Knowland of the
Oakland Tribune, who "said he’d
stand behind his reporters and go to
jail with them," if necessary.
Of course, said the blond-haired,
blue-eyed journalist, the reporter
would much rather get a story on the
record.
"But," he said, "if the only way
reporters can obtain a story is to
conceal their source’s identity, then
they should do it."
In regards to his own reporting,
Farr said he has encountered people
who talk more openly to him, as well
as people who refuse to talk because
of his case.
"They all know I won’t reveal their
identity," Farr said. "But I know of
some instances where some people
wouldn’t deal with us, simply
because they didn’t want to have me
go through that again and have me go
to jail."
Farr, who upon being released from
jail was thrust back onto his criminal
courts beat into another controversial casecoverage of Sen.
Alan Cranston’s son and his alleged
drugging of a Playboy bunnysaid
he feels "embarrassed" about the

Indian Center endangered by cuts;
director criticizes budget reduction
people that benefit from the
program."
According to Adams, the situation
is uncertain but the 0E0 funding
could stop as early as March 31. A
more likely date, said Adams, is
between March and December of
1973.
Funding is expected in April from
Model Cities and there is hope that
Social Security Title 1V A funds will
be made available. If those funds are
unavailable, the center will attempt
to obtain city or county Revenue
Sharing monies.
The center, said Adams, offers
such services as information and
referral, emergency for food and
clot hing, job referral, counseling, and
Information on legal assistance. The
center is involved in other areas including art and athletics.
Events
March 15-18 are the dates set fora
basket ball tournament aimed at
raising t units Ior the yeller. ’learns

scheduled to attend will be from
Montana, Washington, Nevada, Los
Angeles, and other parts of
California.
On April 7 and 8 at Mitty High
School, 5,000 Mitty Ave., the Indian
Center will be co-ordinating an Arts
and Crafts Indian Fair for sales and
entertainment. Concessionaires will
be Indian to insure that items are
authentic.
Education
There are not many Indian
educational programs in the schools,
according to Adams, he pointed to
San lose City College and San Jose
State University where there is one
or two instructors teaching Indian
studies in the Anthropology Dept.
In Los Gatos High School, Tim
Heenan a non -Indian, teaches PreColumbian culture patterns. He
instructs studies in Indian life after
the White man arrived, and life in the
city and reservations. The book used
Is part of studies is "Bury My Heart

at Wounded Knee
He was asked to comment on the
recent incident in Pine Ridge, S.D.,
where 200 Indians have taken control
of the settlement where eleven hostages were released February 12 according to news sources. The Indians
and government officials are still
negotiating
"I personally don’t like the tactic
but I don’t condemn them for doing
it," said Heenan. He stated there were
many conflicting stories by news
media.
"If they think its the right thing to
do its OK with me," stated Heenan.
Adams stated the matter was not a
new issue. He said the incident
stemmed from the confrontation
between the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and Washington.
"It’s a continuation of frustration
of Indian people," said Adams "to get
people to listen."

hero image he carries in some
people’s eyes.
"I’ve gone into a clothing store in
Los Angeles and been asked for my
autograph by a little old lady," he
said sheepishly. "I’ve talked to Daniel
Ellsberg (co-defendant in the Pentagon Papers trial) and he’s had
similar problems.
"I’m recognized much more than I
ever thought, and I guess that proves
the impact of television," he said.
Now that Farr’s name has come to
be widely-recognized, the problem
has mounted in that readers tend to
"expect more" from him.
"I felt I was a very good reporter
before the case, and I still feel I’m a
goad reporter," he said. "I’d rather
win a Pulitzer Prize for some
legitimate reason than achieve some
degree of notoriety through my case."
Keeping up with his beat and
traveling cross country between assignments, Farr’s time has necaseerily been limited.
The case, he said, is "like a cloud
over my head."
"I don’t know if I’m going to jail or
not and it’s difficlut to plan anything
in either my professional or personal
life," he remarked.
"I should have stayed a sports
reporter," Farr laughed. "No one ever
heard of a sports writer going to
jailexcept for drunk driving."
Farr will be the guest later this
month of the San Jose State
University chapter of Sigma Delta
Chi, a professional journalism
society.
Farr will appear March 22 at the
Deadline Dinner at Bit-o-Sweden restaurant, 1310 Auzerais Ave., San
Jose.

Environment
problems key
to campaign
"I would like to tear up half the
streets in San Jose and put in malls
and gardens." If this sounds like the
raving of an enraged environmental
studies student, it is.
The student is Randy McClure, 25,
a senior at San Jose State University
and a candidate for the City Council
seat now occupied by David Goglio.
McClure’s campaign, which he
calls "Project 1980," has two main
parts.
Part one is to start working toward
a common goal in San lose. As
McClure’s puts it, "Right now all city
planning is done on an individual
basis. What I would like to see is an
integrated, city-wide, futuristic
plan."
Part two, according to McClure, is
to "make citizens more aware, to improve their consciousness so they’ll
be ready for the crazy world ahead."
In regard to SJSU he feels that the
school should by playing a more important part in city affairs. He
suggests utilizing some of its
departments in projects such as city
planning.
McClure also feels that all streets
running through campus should be
closed to traffic.
The noise, pollution and safety
problems of San lose Municipal
Airport are of much concern to
McClure. He belongs to the Save Our
Valley Action Committee, which is
concerned with helping relocate
families living close to the airport.
McClure’s views are to move the
whole airport south of the city.
"Right now, being north of San lose,
it lusts adds to an already bad
pollution problem. I would move it
down as far as Hollister."
He would also like to incorporate
an underground rapid transit system
linking San Jose together. This would
make it possible to eliminate many of
the streets and to move the airport ot
a less central location.
"The other candidates." he said.,
"direct their campaigns at getting
elected. I’m not out to win, just to get
my ideas across."
McClure will be conducting a
small-scale campaign, consisting
mostly of printed leaflets.

Editorial

U.S. aid to Middle East costly

Daily Forum
Vol. 60

The senseless bloodletting con- promise in the Middle East. But
tinues in the Middle East. It raged with the sudden entry of
unchecked last Friday when American blood into the Arabmembers of the Palestinian Israeli whirlpool, a stronger
guerrilla organization of Black position must be emphasized.
The United States must
mercilessly
Septembrists
slaughtered Cleo Noel Jr.. and G. extricate its military and finanCurtis Moore, U.S. ambassadors cial interests from the Middle
of goodwill. Suddenly, brutally, East until a settlement can be
without further
the United States has been swept reached
into the political Vacuum of the American involvement.
As the war in Indochinadraws
Middle Easther naivete can no
longer be the scapegoat for her to a close, historians, political advosers, and diplomats concur the
blind involvement.
The list of atrocities that are United States should learn from
committed in blatant defiance of the mistakes of Vietnam. It was
the United Nations’ cease-fire is political and financial concerns
endless. The Israeli plunge into that originally intrigued the U.S.
Arab territories and the recent into its futile involvement there.
Similar interests tempt
destruction of a civilian aircraft
are acts beyond reproach. Yet the American intervention into the
Arabs are not without guilt. The Middle East. Perhaps the greatest
Tel Aviv airport massacre, the single source of petroleum lies
Munich tragedy, and this latest with the Arab nations. Enhowever,
act of terrorism leave Pales- vironmentalists,
tinians’ hands drenched with suggest that we turn our backs on
polluting petroleum and seek
sticky blood.
Last week, after the airliner other sources.
For years, the U.S. has supplied
was shot down by the Israelis, the
Spartan Daily asked for com- the warring nations of the Middle
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East with armaments. This has
been a costly form of aid in terms
of U.S. dollars and in terms of
lives for the Arabs and Israelis.
Now the U.S. faces a costly involvement in terms of lives. The
time has arrived for a greater
inspection of American foreign
policy and a determination
whether to repeat the tragedy of
Vietnam.
The decision will face opponents no matter what choice is
made. With a raw fuel shortage in
the wings, must the United States
turn toward the Arabs? And will
non-involvement forever lock
America out of the Arab
petroleum market?
All matters considered, the
U.S. should withdraw its holds in
the Middle East and our
diplomats may have to flee those
nations who refuse to deal with
terrorists.
The U.S. may want to turn to
the Middle East for its financial
future, but for the time being, the
U.S. has no place in the military
conflict that burns so hotly.
..
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A taste of ’journalism politics’
4.eargf. 111..de
The days of cutthroat,
backstabbing journalism were
over, or so I thought.
I thought we had progressed,
in
publications
student
particular, to the point where we
were willing to cooperate rather
than compete.
The hard reality that some
students would rather work
against each other hit me in the
face last weekend and left more
than a twinge of disgust.
The whole incident revolved
around William T. Farr, the embattled Los Angeles Times
reporter.
I realize, as does everyone else,
that Farr’s time is necessarily
limit ed by his work for the Times

and his numerous speaking
engagements.
But when a delegation of
students from CSU, Northridge
tried to steal away Farr from a
cluster of anxious reporters at a
Fresno convention last weekend.
I was amazed.
As part of San Jose State
University’s delegation to the annual California Intercollegiate
Press Association, I expected a
bit more cooperation than that.
Farr had taken the time to visit
the San Joaquin Valley city to address students from throughout
California on the specifics of his
court case.
Yet, knowing Farr had to leave
shortly after his address, the
Northridge students whisked

6.0....-

Last living effort to say something
Mark Simon
It was a day like any other day.
Our little planet turned a little
more to the side and the sun rose
over the mountains in the east. Or
a reasonable facsimile for a
sunrise took place between the
clouds.
And throughout good old San
Jose and our charming Santa
Clara Valley students stumbled
out of bed, stubbing toes on beds,
brains on the morning and getting
off to SISU.
Like any other day.
A student handed me a pamphlet about Northern Ireland and
the latest version of that holy war
while several American Indians
decided they’d rather bury their
hearts at Wounded Knee, South
Dakota, and the Black September
group decided it wouldn’t mind
shooting a few diplomats.
I don’t like any of it, but I’m
afraid I understand it. It’s all
related.
Not directly related (sorry,
international conspiracy fans)
but it all ties in with one another
and with various fights for
various freedoms.
I don’t like any of it because of
what it causes. Too many times
the newscasters have run off a

list of dead Irish men and women
(more like boys and girls) and it
doesn’t matter who you’re for or
against, it doesn’t make any
sense.
And while it’s high time the Indians got what is due them for all
the transgressions and crimes
against them, it won’t work out
that way. Too many military men
have decided to take "just one
more town."
Those Sioux who have decided
that dying is better than living a
less than human life had damn
well better keep negotiating.
Because if they don’t, some overzealous troop transport driver
who is a fifth removed cousin to
Custer is going to compound
some pretty old and pretty
terrible mistakes.
And then comes Palestine,
Palestine with a group that
doesn’t mind killing anybody including themselves apparently to
fight for an independent citystate.
Eleven Israeli athletes and the
potential scuttling of the Olympic
games, a few diplomats, an Israeli
embassy, a little terrorism here, a
little retaliation there and it all

Letters to the Editor

Arab killings condemned
Editor:
Both the Spartan Daily and the
Student Council were quick to
condemn the downing of the
Libyan airliner by Israel, an act
that Israel finally admitted was a
blunder caused by all sides.
Reparations are being paid by
Israelall that is possible now to
compensate for the loss of life,
however small that gesture is.
We have witnessed another act
of blatant Arab terrorthe
willful genocide and coldblooded murder of diplomats in
the Sudan, including the bloody
death of the American ambassador.

Perhaps now both the Spartan
Daily’s editorial board and the
Third World Council can
understand Israel’s fear that the
downed jetliner was in fact on a
hostile mission. The warped
minds of the Black September
terrorists will and can think of
anything. The dripping of the
blood that makes the rest of the
world regurgitate provides these
monsters with energy.
Now Spartan Daily editorial
board, prove your journalistic
unbiases to the concerned
students of this campus!
Mark Levine

Discussion reported unfairly
Editor:
As president of Sigma Delta
Chi, the organization sponsoring
the discussion between Dr. Philip
Jacklin and Dr. Dwight Bentel, I
must take objection to the
coverage of their discussion in
yesterday’s Daily.
The discussion was intended to
be informational with an adequate and fair explanation of two
viewpoints concerning monopoly
press in America.
Although accounting well for
himself in the discussion, Dr. Jackiln did not fare well in the

Daily’s story.
The Daily articly was generally
one-sided, giving little account of
the full scope of Dr. Jacklin’s
viewpoint which, despite the
Daily’s story and the impression
it gives was literate, thoroughly
explained,
intelligent,
well thought out and, if not agreed
with is at least to be respected.
Sigma Delta Chi regrets the unfair account presented in the
Daily and apologizes to Dr. Jacklin for his unfair treatment.
Mark Simon

compounds and compiles and
refuses to solve anything.
r.,chard
Nixon
declared
America would not be
blackmailed. My initial reaction
was to let the September group
have Sirhan Sirhan. Looks like
the guerrillas intended to kill the
diplomats anyway, so none of
that makes any difference.
A. few Irishmen, a diplomat or
two and a couple of Indians, it all
ties in, the knots are there linking
them all by a gesture, a last ditch
effort to say something with a
life.
Like any other day nowadays.
Student stumbling home and a
quiet, unheralded sunset and a
few more Irish, Indians and
diplomats.
Like any other day, these days.

"Reporters are always dragging in red herrings...I"

Staff Comments

Press attack overlooked true picture
In the Feb. 23 issue of this
paper, Shamlan Y. Alessa wrote a
blistering atatck on the press of
the United States, claiming that it
"not only distorts the Middle East
events but it also never gives a
true picture of the events..."
His letter ends with, "In conclusion the San Francisco
Chronicle and the San Jose News
(Feb. 22) reported that the
airplane was shot down after
talking with the Libyan pilot for
15 minutes and ordering him to
land. Because he did not repond,
the Israelis claim that they shot
down the plane 12 miles east of
the Suez Canal. I am not a math
student but I am certain that a
Boeing 727 does not fly with a
speed of 1/2 m.p.h."
The fact is the plane strayed
more than 50 miles inside the
Sinai and had turned back
toward Cairo.
Alessa,
perhaps out of
ignorance more than intention, is
gully of the exact same distortion
he is so concerned about. Unfortunately, he is not alone.
The conflict is the Middle East
is one that is fueled by emotions
and the recent shouting match in
the Student Union between the
Rev. John Grauel and Arab
students only emphasizes the
problem.
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No explanation as to how the
Libyan jet was followed for 15
minutes and then shot down 12
miles inside the Sinai was given
in the two newspapers Alessa
cited. Yet, because he apparently
believes that the Israelis’ are
always wrong, their initial report

was wrong, too.
It was not.
It is tragic that those most involved in this seemingly
unresolvably situation are those
who are the least objective.
John B. Matthews
Sports Editor

Comment

Senators equal?

There exists in many people an
unfortunate tendency to consider
themselves far superior in many
ways to their fellow humans.
This misconception has existed
for thousands of years and has
produced racism, religious prejudice, and wars.
Recently a member of the U.S.
Senate created a public furor and
a court battle for an airline when
timate their pilferage loss and use he refused to be searched and
the figure, inflated or not, for a boarded an airplane. The senator
flatly declared that it was untax write off.
Large estimates of theft can be constitutional to subject a U.S.
used to cover up mismanagement. senator to the same kind of antiCosmetic items that are such a hijack search that hundreds of
hot item with shoplifters have an other less prominent citizens
must undergo before boarding a
unbelievable markup.
The unknown security guard’s plane.
The senator in question was
allegation about falling,
screaming shoplifters could make Vance Hartke of Indiana, who
only last year was one of a score
a fine Woody Allen movie.
The film would open with a of Democrats that was running
sales clerk stuffing Failsafe for the White House. His refusal
perfume into her purse. The sin is to undergo a search cost the
seen by an elderly Sunday school airline a large amount of money in
teacher who is shopping. The a court fine.
Now, Sen. Hartke has gone to
sight is too repulsive and she
court. His objective is to win
screams and faints.
"Be with you in just a minute," exemption for all members of
says the saleswoman. Another Congress from airline searches.
customer, not wanting to get in- Since members of Congress are
volved, steps over the un- already exempt from common
conscious teacher and remarks, arrest, the senator argues that
"These prices will put a strain on they should also be exempt from
searches.
anyone’s heart."
Congress has existed for
The store manager and the
store detective unsuspectingly almost 200 years. In its existence
enter the department. The it has attracted men of various
manager is saying, "Repeat after personalities and backgrounds.
United States senators have
me, Sherlock. It takes $300 for
every..." The detective trips over the same rights as all other
citizens. To exempt certain
the teacher.
"Excuse me. sir. It looks like persons from legal requirements
another Faintin’ Flossie trick. Her is as undemocratic as forcing
accomplice is probably gone but I certain restrictions upon other
might be able to make her spill the people. George Orwell said it best
beans. Help me get these in "Animal Farm." "All are equal
handcuffs on her."
but some are more equal than
Jerry itimka others."
John Horan

Officer’s story misleading
Someone isn’t telling the truth,
at least not the whole truth. And
lucky for him, we’ll never know
who he is.
A department store security officer made many misleading and
contradictory statements in a
Spartan Daily article on shoplifting. The reporter honored the officer’s request to keep his name a
secret.
Officer Nameless said Shoplifting is a felony, that employees do
95 per cent of the stealing and
that perfume and makeup items
are favorite targets.
Also the officer claimed stores
charge higher prices to offset the
theft and that females, working in
a team often fake falls and
screams to divert attention from
her partner.
A phone call to the city police
discloses that most shoplifters
are arrested for petty theft, a
misdemeanor.
According to the San Jose
informational officer,
Police
shoplifting can be a felony if the
stolen goods exceed $200 in value
or if the shoplifter had an earlier
conviction for petty theft.
If a person has equipment indicating he planned to steal from
a store before he entered it, he can
be charged with grand theft, a
felony.
That stores must, in the officer’s words, take in $300 for
every dollar lost to a shoplifter is
a tired tail tale. All stores can es-

him into an elevator and took him
up to their hotel room.
From listening to Farr and later
speaking with him, I learned he
was a very sincere, extremely
dedicated individual. Far from
being "uppity" because of the
coverage his case has received,
Farr was more than willing to
cooperate with everyone.
But I had to squeeze into the
elevator and follow the
Northridge people to their room
to talk to Farr. Try to talk to him,
that is.
The Northridgers said they
were going to conduct an
exclusive interview and that, no.
I could not come in. Just wait five
minutes and we’ll let you in, they
said, ignoring my request to
merely listen to the question and
answer session.
I waited 20 minutes in the
hallway.
And the whole time I was thinking how Farr would react when,
upon my entering, he was asked
the same questions the
Northridge people had posed
moments earlier.
They finally let us in, myself
and Spartan Daily editor Rick
Malaspina.
They acknowledged us and we
were able to ask one question
each before a personal friend of
Farr’s rose and told the reporter
he’d better get going, so he could
make his next engagement.
’rhe Northridgers smirked, but
I stuck doggedly to Farr and
spurted out my questions as we
walked down the hallway, to the
elevator, to the lobby, to the
parking garage, and to his car.
Farr was considerate. He
answered each one carefully,
although he was rushed.
My hopes of obtaining a
personal touch to the
man’s
interviewthe
mannerisms, speech patterns,
facial
expressionswere
crushed.
Those idiots from Northridge
had done me in.
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...but bosses rules differ

Grads heed hair advice
Berry Krowne (left). Ed Frizzell Icenter), and Floyd Welch
fright) display three different hair lengths.

Grad styles

Around Campus:
Air pollution
lose State
The San
University Department of
Meteorology is sponsoring a
discussion of air quality
modeling for land use applications today at 3:13 p.m. in
Duncan Hall 615.
The discussion is part of the
department’s air pollution
seminar series and will feature
Dick Thuillier of the Bay Area
Air Pollution Control District.
Thuillier is the District’s
Air Pollution
Senior
Meteorologist.
All interested persons are’
welcome to attend the discussion. Coffee and cookies
will be served prior to the
seminar.

Wilderness talk
"Can We Afford Wilderness"
is the title of the discussion
this week in Environmental
Studies 196F. Wednesday at 7
p.m. in Engineering 132. The
guest speaker will be Dr. Rod
Nash, environmental author
and associate professor at the
University
of
California.
Santa Barbara.
Dr. Nash has written and
edited a total of nine books.
The first of these, "Wilderness
and the American Mind," was
originally written as his doctoral thesis. He is also the
author of a textbook used here
in Environmental Studies 10B.
A nationally
known environmental historian, Dr.
Nash has recently returned
from Yugoslavia, where he
served as an environmental
consultant
to
that
government. He is also the cofounder and co-chairman of
the Environmental Studies
Department at UCSB.

The public is welcome to
attend Dr. Nash’s talk as well
as his lecture in Dr. Donald
Aitken’s Environmental
Studies 10B class at 9:30 a.m.
and 11 a.m. in Education 100
on Thursday. He will be
speaking on the environmental ethic.

Minority low
All minority students at San
University
State
lose
interested in law school, are
invited to attend a meeting
with recruiters from the
Pacific
of
University
McGeorge School of Law.
’the meeting will be held
Thursday from 2-3:30 p.m. in
the Asian-American Studies
office in barracks nine.
The purpose of the minority
program at the McGeorge
school is to increase the
number of attorneys who can
provide legal help to minority
groups. The school also maintains work study programs
with state and local
government agencies.

Bruce Rogers of the Geology
Department will show slides
and speak on cave exploration
at the Thursday meeting of the
Geology Club of San lose State
University.
The slides will be an interesting introduction to this
unusual "sport." The talk will
be held at 12:30 p.m. in DH 308.
and is free to the public.

Consumer talk
Steve Atlas. an assistant to
consumer advocate Ralph

SEMESTER AT SEA

Sails each September 8 February
Combine accrediteo study with
educational stops in Africa. Australasia and the Orient. Over 7500
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this international program. A wide range of
financial aid is available Write
now lor free catalog
WCA. Chapman College. Box CC40, Orange. Cal. 92666

OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET
Oracles of Nostradamus over
$2.95
300 pages
New Pictorial History of the
Talkies hundreds of pictures
$4.95
9"x12", Softbound
I History on illus.
bestiary ($5 95) . Sale $1.99.
Casting in Clear Plastic, step
$1.00
by step. Softbound
Lawns & Ground Covers fully
illus. Softbound
$1.95

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, Travel, Biography, Children’s Books, Religion, Music, Art,
etc. Get these new books at Bargain Price NOW at San Jose Book
Shop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE,
IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK
Ask us about itchances are we can give you immediate information as to price, exact title and availability. If we don’t have it we
can get it for you promptly.
Open ’til
900 P.M.
Thursday

Atlas is a member of
Northern California Public
Interest Research Group. His
appearance is being sponsored
by the Associated Students
Consumer Switchboard.

However, some of these accounting and finance
interviewees queried Feb. 22
in an informal poll by the
Spartan Daily disagreed with
the preferences of "most employers."
They also weren’t too happy
when told of the ruling by the
Stale Department of Human
Unemployment
Resources’
Determination division on

San Jose

rt13 OOK SHOP

Best Seller
Reprints
for less
295-5513

119 E. San Fernando between 3rd and 4th Sts.

UPTO

The center, established in
1970. operates on an intormation and referral basis.
Healy said the future
existence of the Indian Center
is shaky.
Ii is under the Office of
Economic
Opportunities

W. Darryl Benalli
"I don’t know of any
American Indian students,
clubs or classes on campus."
said W. Darryl Benalli, iiS1SU
senior majoring in electronic
engineering. Benalli’s
statement might not be considered unusual except that he
is a Navajo from a New
Mexico reservation.
"Maybe I just haven’t been
trying to get involved in extracurricular Indian activities,"
explained Benalli. a 30-yearold veteran. "I’ve been too
busy with my job, family and
going to school," he said.
Although American Indian
enrollment has doubled in the
(apthree years
last
proximately 310 last
semester), they constitute less
than one and one-half per cent
of the total S1SU student body.
’rwo American Indian
classes and a seminar course
are offered by the Anthropology Dept. but there are
no student organizations on
campus.
The San lose branch of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the Indian Center of San lose.
90 S. Second St.. are the major
assistance
off -campus
organizations.
’the two federally-funded
organizations seem to work
against each other, according
to Dr. Robert E. Levinson, associate professor of history.
The Bureau of Indian Aflairs is trying to assimilate the
Indian into the white community while the Indian
Center is trying to maintain
his culture, he said.
lay Healy, a Shoshonie community worker for the Indian
Center, agreed. "The Bureau is
certainly not working for the
keeping of our cultural values,
heritage and history," he said.

Cadet 1st Lt. David Smith.
22 -year-old junior in the Army
ROTC program at San lose
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yoursell. then why get it cut
lust loran interview?"
Ed Frizzell, who claimed his
hair was actually longer than
he usually wears it, believed
talent couldn’t be measured by
hair length.
"Short hair is largely the
preservation
of
the
conservative business image.
However, I work for IBM
where there are many employees with very long hair,"
he added.
A different idea about IBM
hair styles was expressed by
lohn Peterson, who called
short
hair "a tradition
!allowing the IBM program."
Peterson had trimmed a half
inch off his hair prior to his
interview.
"I was opposed to getting a
haircut. but I’m willing to play
the game. It’s important to

or a lob. Weich "could
understand a short hair requirement to some extent."
in business, short hair
tends to make most people
you’re talking with more cornfort able. I guess it’s to
preserve
the
’corporate
image’," he commented.
Mordaunt echoed Weich’s
sentiments. "Most people in
the business section are a little
more conservative
than
students. I don’t think it’s too
much to maintain this image
by getting your hair cut."

have short hair on the first
interview,
Peterson
commented.
Gary Croxall. whose hair
touched the tops of his ears,
didn’t
think
hair length
mattered much on the first
interview, but perhaps more
so on the second and third sessions.
"H you don’t like the company’s hair policy, you have as
much as right to turn them
down as they have to reject
you." Croxall said.
Phil Mordaunt and Floyd
Welch could understand some
employers- desire for short
hair. Both men had the closest’
cut hair styles of the group
interviewed.
Although he thought
qualifications should come
before appearance in applying
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By JOYCE YAMASHITA
What are the chances of running into a real American on
campus? About one in 100. according to a Dec. 29, 1972
Ethnic Survey released by the
San lose State University Ombudsman’s office.

program which will suffer a
tremendous slash in funds and
extended services.
"Financially, we can only
help the Indian students at
S1SU on an emergency basis,"
Emergency
he
said.
scholarships are provided for
books, tuition and some
housing. Currently, there are
25 students who have applied
tor monetary aid, he said.
The San lose-based Bureau
of Indian Affiars is a Field Employment Assistance Office,
concentrating on vocational
training.
counselor
Employment
loseph R. LaFromboise emphasized that keeping an Indian’s heritage is up to the individual.
"If a person wants to retain
his culture, no one can keep
him from it. The Bureau or
government do not hold the Indian to anything. A great
many people come in on their
own," he said.
Cut backs have also affected
the Bureau, said LaFromboise,
a Chippewa-Cree and S1SU
administration
business
graduate. Bureau employees
are down to 11 from 20 and
LaFromboise thinks even that
number may be lowered eventually.
Marie Streeter, field officer
for the Bureau, said, "The
Bureau considers itself an advocate of the Indian. He may
choose to stay on the
reservation and live in a
traditional Indian manner, if
he wishes. This is a very
flexible program."
Mrs. Streeter added Indian
parents and students are approving of the Indian-oriented
curriculum now being taught
on the reservations. Contemporary and social Indian

Washington trip
ends for cadet
so can YOU

collecting unemployment insurance.
"An individual has to be
available for work. If the mode
ot dress or physical
appearance makes him
unavailable for work, he can
be denied unemployment insurance," according to Elliott
Wyman. Sacramento, division
manager.
"Physical
appearance"
could mean hair length
unacceptable to an employer.
Wyman added.
"It’s foolish that they require hair to be a certain
length,
commented
interviewee Barry Krowne,
who said his hair dropped over
his collar before his interview
haircut.
Krowne thought that "if
below -the-collar hair is the
way you usually represent

American Indians are one in every 100
in San Jose State University population

Geology slides

WORLD CAMPUS Discover the World on Your
AFLOAT

Book of Surprises tales of the.
unusual ($5.95)
$1.00
House Plants Cacti & Succu$3.95
lents III, in color
World of Ponies130 superb
$3.95
photos, 26 in color
..$ecret of the Atomic Age by
Vera Stanley Alder. A search
for man’s destiny
$2.95
Divorce a book to read before
trying it ($7.95) .. Sale $1.00

Nader, will speak in the Council Chambers Thursday.
at 12:15 p.m.

By lACK DICKINSON
-Most employers prefer that
their male employees wear
their hair no longer than the
top of their collars in length."
This advice, given by Kelly
McGinnis of Career Planning
and Placement, was well heeded by at least six of this
year’s San lose State
University lune and summer
graduates.

A story appearing in
yesterday’s Spartan Daily
erroneously slated today’s
veteran funding support sessions would be held in the
Student Activities Building.
The meetings, which will
run from 9:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
will be held in the S.C. Loma
Prieto Ballroom.
Also, the veterans affairs
olfice has moved its offices
from the associated students
area to the Student Activities Building.

problems are offered in the
social science departments,
according to Mrs. Streeter.
Two courses relating to the
American Indian are being
taught
through Extension
Services at $72 for a three -unit
class.
Lecturer in political science,
Edward D. Morton. has taught
"The American Indian: Past
and Present" class for five
years. He described his course
as "having to do with the effect
of the European discovery and
final take-over of the Indian in
America."
"The cultural and legal
problems make the Indian a
unique minority," he said.
"The American Indian on
campus has relatively little
status. He does not have the
political clout the Chicano or
Black has. Efforts to organize
the Indian have never borne
Iruit in this area," said
Morton.
"The way the college is set
up makes it very hard for the
Indian
to attend these
classes." he added. "The inlormation is not, or is rarely,
advertised in the school’s
catalog."
Morton also taught a
and
the
"Government
American Indian" course last
Indian students
semester.
eemed lobe intrigued by their
egal status and unique
the
with
relationship
to
according
government,

Morton.
Dr. Levinson’s extension
class is called "History of
Ethnic Minorities in the
American West." A part of the
course centers on the Indian
culture and civilization established in the West and how
Indians
confronted
the
migration of White men.
"Very, very few American
Indians enroll in the class,"
said Dr. Levinson. "It could be
because of bad public
relations
or
their
unwillingness
to
identify

themselves.- he said.
Dr. Levinson said the
American Indian students he
did have in his classes seemed
to be most interested in "trying
to clarify the while community’s thinking about what
to do with the Indian."
"The transition from the
reservation to the White community has been a cultural
shock lor the Indian," he said.
"For example, the Indian on
the reservation works by the
sun, not the 9-to-5 clock of the
White society." he said,
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Some of the highlights of the
trip included breakfast with
Speaker of the House Carl
Albert. and wreath-laying
ceremonies at Arlington
National Cemetery.
Gen. Alexander Haig. Army
Vice-Chief of Staff, discussed
national and foreign policy,
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State University, has returned
tram Washington. D.C. where
he attended the National
Department of Defense Cadet
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Cadet Smith was selected to
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endeavors. He was one of 19
cadetschosen from California.
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Hot Tuna
to appear
Saturday

Violin maker continues art
"I haven’t put a price on it."
says the violin maker. "I
bought it for around 83.500
but I suppose I could let it go
tor 82,500.
-Violin making is not a
protessicl," said Schertenlieb.
it’s not a science either. It is
an art, and must be considered
as such. Schertenlieb seemed
hesitant to put a price on any
id the products of his life’s
work. He quoted vague es-

By LOU COVEY
In the drawing room of
Ernest Schertenlielis modest
1914 home at 93 W. Williams. a
tew copies of the day’s
newspapers are the only break
in the feeling of pre-WWI
America.
At 64. Schertenlieb practices the dying art of violin
making.
A noted Bay Area violinist
examines a violin bow.
"How much do you want for
this?" he asks.

timates and price ranges. "The
violins I make will range
bet ween$7.500down to$2.000.
According to Schertenlieb,
the art violin making, in itself,
is not dying. But the number of
professional violin makers are
rapidly diminishing.
Schertenlieb belongs to two
international violin societies:
The Catgut Acoustical Society
of the World (around 900 in
membership) and the British
Columbia Violin Makers

lie expressed doubt that in learned how to treat the wood.
the latter there are more than how to make the varnish and
25 professional makers as what kind of wood to use.
members. Membership in the
He uses imported Swiss
lormer consists of college and Italian wood for his
professors. doctors and other violins. Usually Italian pine
varied occupations. besides tor the tops and Italian or
violin makers.
Swiss maple for the ribs, back
Interest in violin making as and scroll.
a hobby seems to be growing
The varnish is made in a
very slowly. "There are alot of special oven with amber as the
amateurs." he said.
main ingredient. The amber is
However, "An amateur may placed in the oven and cooked
go through $10,000 worth of at 700 degrees Fahrenheit on a
materials before he makes one specially designed hot plate,
(violin)." made for Schertenlieb by a
one
good
Schertenlieb explained. "The scientist friend.
down,
for the
art is passed
The oven itself is cast in
most part, by word of mouth. brass and is almost 200 years
And it can’t be learned in a old.
couple of years."
The varnish is based on a
Schertenlieb went into ap- formula originally discovered
prenticeship with his in the year 1513.
grandfather at the age of six.
Some of Schertenlieb’s
"It took me many years to friends have been encouraging
is
so
learn what 1 know...there
him to write a book about ythe
much involved."
making of violins. His secrets
Schertenlieb’s grandfather may die with him if hedoesn’t.
was the resident violin maker
He also deals in the buying
repairer for the Vienna State and selling of violins. "The
Opera, while it was still under Italian and French violins are
the House of Hapsburg, almost most in demand," Schertenlieb
150 years ago.
said. "Occasionally. I’ll have
From him, Schertenlieb someone come in looking for

Study in
Guadalajara, Meestiao

Tapestries

violin," said Schertenlieb. "It
takes a violin maker to know a
violin."

PRE -LAW STUDENTS
Register now for March or July LSAT review course to mas.
imIze your LSAT score.
Instruction exclusively in exam-taking techniques Used
successfully by California pre-law students.
Taught in Berkeley by practicing lawyers.

COST: $75

French violinist

Course for April 14 LSAT starts March 28. Course (oriel)
28 LSAT scans July It.
I, or complete information call today (415)254-7045 or write
PO Box 54 Orinda, Ca. 94563.

on display

New in town!
at 4th &Julian only!

.11
Bulons

Egyptian kelim folk tapestries from Cairo will be on
exhibit at the Civic Art
Gallery on 110 S. Market St.
through March 11. Admission
is tree. The gallery is closed on
Mondays, and open Tuesday
through Saturday 10 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.

Gazeau brings life
By LOU COVEY
French violinist Sylvie
Gazeau was a shining example
of virtuosity, in what could

’The Little Prince’
enchants all ages
By PAULA DORIAN

.The Little Prince" is a book

only
Soft drinks... 16C
Shakes...24C
Tacos...190

to be enjoyed and read by both
young and old. It relates a
marvelous experience the
.iuthor. Antoine de Saint
li.xupery, had when his small
airplane was forced to land in
the African desert.
It is there where he meets
the little prince. The little
prince shares with him the
knowledge of his travels to
ut her planets and to his own.
As an eternal gilt, the prince
leaves the stars and laughter
within each readers’ mind.
"What moves me so deeply,
about this little prince who is
sleeping here, is his loyalty to
a Hower -the image ol a rose

Fully accredited, 20.year UNIVEI6
SITY OF ARIZONA Guadalajara
Summer School offers July 2 -August
11, anthf apology art. educatlea,
folklore. geography, history. government, language and literatme.
Turtles 1165 board and room 523.1.
Write International Prostate& Oafvac illy el Arizona. Tome 15721,

Schertenlieb at work
one of the German or Swiss
types, but not too often."
"Most musicians (violinists)
don’t really recognize or
understand what goes into a

The Arts

Rare Pailliat violin circa 1790

So good
our manager
Al Alvarado
eats em’

The Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds will serve it’s
speciality Hot Tuna, Saturday
March 10 at 8 p.m. Tickets
prices are $4 in advance and
$4.80 at the door.
Appearing with Hot Tuna
will be Commander Cody and
His Lost Planet Airmen along
with the Elvin Bishop Group.
Hot Tuna, an off-spring of
the jefferson Airplaine,
features Airplane guitarist
jorma Kaukonen. bassist lack
Cassady and electric violinist
Papa john Creech. ’rheir most
recent album is entitled
"Burgers."

that shines through his world
being like the flame of a lamp,
even when he is asleep,"
replied Saint Exupery.
Each reader may discover
his own meaning or sentiment
in this charming book. It is
rather a poetic philosophy
than a neat fable.
It reflects "real matters on
consequence" to each in his
own way with a light and
touching tone.
The friendship between the
little prince and Saint Exupery
is an extraordinary and hearttelt one.
As Saint Exupery says. I
also hope that the sheep never
rats the little prince’s rose.

have been an evening of
mediocrity, at the Peninsula
Orchestra’s
Symphony
concert last Saturday night.
The concert was held in Flint
Center at DeAnza College.
The mediocrity was found in
the Symphony No. 2 in 1..) Major by lean Sibelius.

Lecture

MIND CONTROL

Concerto in D minor by Aram
Khachaturian. introduced
Miss Gazeau to the Flint
Center audience and S
brought the house down.

or 29 eta ouaTEO
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Miss Gazeau has studied at
a number of French
conservatories and has won
a number of prizes for her
performances while in them.
Her performance of this
particular piece has won her
high acclaim in the music
world.

This particular piece of
Sibelius’s is one of his more
popular ones. It depicts,
musically, the history of
Finland at the end of the last
century. It is very nationalistic, as is the majority of his
music, and is typical of the
artistry that brought him into
the position of a national hero
in Finland.

Wed. March 7-8 p.m. Sainte Claire Hotel
S Mkt. & W San Carlos.
JOHN ILLE

10%

And this acclaim is well
deserved.
This violin concerto is one
of the more difficult for
soloists, with two or three
very elaborate cadenzas and
extensive violin passages that
would rack the brains of the
most experienced violinists.

However, this nationalism
was not evident in the
performance by the orchestra
(under the direction of Aaron
Sten). It was lacking in depth
for the most part. The brass
sections were weak in critical
areas and the entire orchestra
was often in need of intensity
and volume at times.
But the second and last
number of the evening, Violin

on

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

Miss Gazeau went through
the concerto with virtuostic
ease. Her performance
brought the seemingly
apathetic orchestra to life, and
pretty much saved the concert.
One can hope that she will
be brought back or a return

STAR MOTORS
St. San Jose
375 So. Market

Present Student Body Cord For Discount

engagement.

CL SSI IIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1916
FOOd Supplements !Instant Protein
Vita C. Vita E. Calcium etc I
Home Cleaners IBINIC H. L. MC I
Beauty Aids (Proteinixed shampoo etc
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own DOSS
No Quotes
No Rises
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals &
different approaches The fact that our
natural products really are the finest is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures Will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please maim comparisons
We will an you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor in
JOHN S MARY
4116 SO 5th *2
297-3886
GUYS AND GALS1
Join a conegmage BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet Basic ’technique’ fOr beginning dancers Small
classes-Individual attention Beverly
Eufrezie Grant Director 241-1300
GOT A PROBLEM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 per 277-3151
HAY FEVER (Feb Mar Apr )7 In lel 12
davs CS your season gat free Dias and
$1242 for drug study TAVIST 321-4412
THE MONSY BOOK
IS ONLY $2 50
Al’ 7th & SAN CARLOS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
TWO STEAK DINNERS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE AT THE
AMERICAN FAMILY STEAK HOUSE.
TWO WATER MATTRESSES FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE AT VINO YANG,
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY $2 SCAT 7th & SAN CARLOS
"JOBS IN ALASKA" available now ThIs
handbook covers all fields, summer and
career opOortunilles Plan YOUR adult,
lung 03.00JIA. Box 1586. Anchorage AK
99610
FREE

SPRUCE UP FOR SPRING First Mary
Kay makes your skin beautiful. then Mary
Kay makes your face beautiful Call 2554858 lore complimentary facial, by spot.
THE FRIDAY FLICKS TAKE OFF MAR 9
STARRING A
WITH "AIRPORT
NUMBER OF HOLLYWOOD GREATS
INCL. HELEN HAYES. DEAN MARTINS
GEORGE KENNEDY. MORRIS DAILEY
AUD. 7 & 10 PM. ADM. Sgt.

AUTOMOTIVE
’529W REBUILT engine NEW tires Best
Otter 293-1887 or 277-3448
de TR-210’81 VW Camper 620S 9th *27
or leave note 130 289 Bldg 0 (New
College,
ONE FREE DINNER WITH PURCHASE
OF 2nd DINNER AT ELLAS REST,
TWO 8 TRACK STEREO TAPES FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE -TAPE JOINT.
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY 5250 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS,
47 CAMARO Rally Sport woth new ’72
Corvette engine Exe cond Low gas
mileage new tlres, brakes, clutch Best
offer 591-1053
13 CHEVILLE Malibu Hardtop. 307 VS.
Auto. Air. Radio. New tires on new
chrome wheels, 85.000 miles. rant cond.
Sr 400 or best offer 2774058
FOR SALE Monde 250 Excellent $200
9213-0413

-11.4
UlO

;a

farewon

IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE, a different used bookstore.
Recent paperbacks at nonce. Best Sci-F1
selection in Bay Area Records, too. We
have the books you want & need & best
prices in town. Yes, we buy & trade books
& records RECYCLE 235 So.lat St. 288E275.

nig LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shops-1940 S tel St Ph 293-2323
Open We. thru Sun 8-4:30 & 8-5:30. Free
parking & admission Thousands of
useful items antiques & Collectables.
SAVE THIS AD: Before you purchase
costly stereo equip retail check w/us for
discount prices to SJS students (on ell
your needs) We guarantee the lowest
Prices in the Bary Ares on such names as
Sum*. Pioneer. Morena, Team. Dual.
etc Call us for weekly specials tool 29255930, 252-2028.
KCK LOUDSPEAKERS presents the
12110 LABYRINTH. This unifies fantastic
3-way loudspeaker system It offers no
comparison at 5135 Please call Bill st
354-9389. Other fine systems from $25
A MILUON USED BOOKS, Paperbacks
I I price), and magazines Nam old
bookstore, largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1925 Woodruff & Thush Twice
Read Books. 81 E San Fernando Istwn.
2nd & 3rd, 10.30-5.30 10% off with this ad
PO
TYPEWRITER. Cams Included Fair-good condition: only $15.00
Nancy-255-5086 (after 730 p rn
2/3 OF THE MONEY BOOK OFFERS
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT AT
7th & SAN CARLOS-ONLY $2.50
WA% DISCOUNT to students on famous
name brand BICYCLES-European
Japanese Show ASS card at TOUR ’N
TRACK CYCLERY. 1036 Foster City. 08
or cell (4151 349-2229 or 14151 574-0860.
Free dehvery to SJSU Toes & Thur.

FIGURE MODEUNG position. Light but
serious work for persons of good
character. Must be physically perfect. $5
to $75/hr. Periodic. Box 1385, Mt. View,
JOBS -summer or
0
permanent. Australia. Europe, S.
America. Africa. etc. All professions.
650041,000 monthly. expenses pile
sightseeing. Free Mlo. write-TWA Co.
Dept. 04, P.O.Box 351, Lateran. CA
94549
CHICK FOR PART-time job $2/hr. in bottle shop, days call Don 295-7438.
TWO FREE HOT DOGS
FROM DER WIENERSCHNITZELI
ONE FREE 3 Pc CHICKEN DINNER
WITH PURCHASE OF THE SAME
FROM KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN,
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOKI
ONLY $2 SCAT 7th & SAN CARLOS!
GUITAR TEACHER WANTED
Inc played acoustic guitar 3 yrs Can only
afford to pay $3rtir Prefer blues & Iran
but not a must Cell G L at 295-7513
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
Sales
e2.110 PER HR. COMM.
245-4920
Green Thumb Lawn Service
THE FRIDAY FLICK AAAAA OFF MAR. 9
!HG A
WITH "AIRPORT"
NUMBER OF HOLLYWOOD GREATS
INCL. HELEN HAYES, DEAN MARTIN &
GEORGE KENNEDY, MORRIS DAILEY
AUD. 7 & 10 PM. ADM. 50t.

HOUSING
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Greet atmosphere linen & meld service. color
TV,, Kitchen ph,. tile shower., parking.
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
$69 to S89/mo. 295-9504 or 2934345.
2 WORM. APT& tor rent $180 turn.. $155
upturn 576 S. 5th St Call 293-4787. See
mgr in *8 or asst mgr. in 54.

UNIVERSITY CLUE-Co-ed. Beautiful
house, fireplace, grand piano, color TV..
recreation room, kit priv. meld & linens,
perking, courtyard. Includes Continental
breakfast. From $79/mo 202 So. 11th
293-7374

LOE I Sal APTS. $130 WAY 40r0414.
swim pool, recreetionnvm 62013.9th St
SJ Mummer rates) 2E94425

lines
F ai h add.
1 neat lin*
Add

in

HELP
II N s, aide, orderlies, full and part time.
American Registry of Nurses 793-0112.

Mark Simon

’

FRAMING: Personal creative. elegant
Cull Ms R Frederick 328-4623
Selectric-T heels.
TYPING-IBM
reports, general typing, letters. etc.
Reasonable rates 283-8695

HOUSE FOR RENT COMPLETELY
FURNISH 3 beam.. 2 be., kit .dinlng&IInng & patio Incl water 8 gun. Call 2721875 aft 7 pm or 323-1259 anytime
$275/mo plus $100 deposit

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines

VS OP THE MONEY ROOK OFFERS
ARE WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
OF CAMPUS-CHECK IT OUT AT
7th & SAN CARLOS-ONLY 52.50

I SPECIAU2E in Fiat 850 tune-ups. Call
Ted anytime 294-3024.

ROOM FOR FEMALE In furnished house
$45 month. full privileges, low summer
rate. S I 1th 246-3023 or 739-5479

ROOM FOR RENT, Women only.
550/ms. Kitchen. only if buying own
food. Phone Barbara at 297-3000 Ext.
1742.

HELP WANTED

DRUG-ID
Anonymous Analysis
14151985-1158

LARGE CORNER BORM. for rent in
leachers quiet home for serious mature
male student $75/mo. Neer campus. 258E154.

70 HONDA 70 Street Bike Electric Start
Auto chock, 73 tags. 1.038 miles. mint
contl $190 Phone 247-7797

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 3
brim hOule with 2 others 1 block front
campus Rent 050 Call 251-1122

2 FREE PAKS OF ZIG ZAGS AT
7-ELEVEN ONE FREE LUNCH
OR DINNER WITH PURCHASE OF
EQUAL VALUE AT LA TEXANITAI
IT’S ALL IN THE MONEY BOOK,
ONLY $2.50 AT 7th & SAN CARLOS!

1450

113 VALLIANT-very good condition,
must sell right away leaving urea $300
Cell 241-9958 ask for Rose

SKIS 6 SOOTS Kneiteel Red Star 210
witook-Nevades good coral $125
Reich% Boots s 11 $30 Call 291540113

WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing, editing (grad 8 under) Also
Everything for Everybody 279-8018.

3 BORN, 2 bath Townhouse, 10 min
from State near McKee & Jackson $100
cleaning deposit. $205/mo rent Call 261-

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
AT 235 E. Santa Clara St, 294-4499.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to snare 2 bdrm
apt 675 . utll Own room on The
Alameda Call eves Toni 288-2753

One
de,

Ilfe FOR RENT-SPECIAL STUDENT
RATE $900 per month Call 317-2935.

Classified Rates
Tye)
Jays

Three
days

F our
days

2 50

2 75

240
2 90

3 00

200

325

340

350

350

375

390

400

50

50

50

50

50

225

250
300

THE FRIDAY FUCKS TAKE OFF MAR. 9
ING A
WITH "AIRPORT"
NUMBER OF HOLLYWOOD GREATS
’ACC HELEN HAYES. DEAN MARTIN &
GEORGE KENNEDY, MORRIS DAILEY
AUD. 16 10 PM. ADM. We.

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Flights international, call campus rep. Barbera Nevins, 288-1198,
PLYING SOON? Well If Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative BM Crawford (225-7282)
can help you make your GETAWAY. Fly
at 11309 with TWA Youth pompon 8 take
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 2878665 for information. 296-6000 for reservations or your local travel agent.

TRANSPORTATION
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks 1387
inclusive. London departures Small.
international group camping travel Ages
18-30 Also Europe, Africa. India, 3-11
Vika Write Whole Earth Travel. Ltd .000
1497, K C., Mo 64141

LOST S FOUND

CHARTER FUCOITS. Complete domesContact
tic/international programs
Craig, Student Services West. inc.. 23$E.
Santa Clem lino. 287-8301

LOST: Wornens Ring, Mother Butler H.S
class ’71. gold ring w,blue Stone Sentimental value Loot in 9th St area call
2964365

FLYING SOON? Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72821
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 113 off with TWA Youth passport &
take up to 24 months to pay with e FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Call 225/282 for information after S00. 298-6000
for reservetions or your local travel agent

Print Your Ad Here:
icount Spy,. 17 ialtars and ,paces for each

1
,

Print Name

Ph no

Addr .s

Check a Classification
...

EASTER & SPRING CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO N.Y. All flights leaving Oak. Round
trip-SITS. Also Minneapolis. Limited
seats. $55, each way. For flight info. contact Richard 274-4813 (after 5 Ore.)

JULIE COME BACK!
IT WAS ONLY A HEAT RASH
DENNIS

35
35
35
35

Lnos

Rested
gMai
Reveres
Led asi Irma

EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Eurpoe. Russia and Mexico.
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter Nights. including Middle
East. and Far East. CONTACT: ISCA
11887 San Vicente Blvd. 44 L.A. Calif.
90049 TEL. (213) 526-5889. 826-0955.

BE A FRIEND to handicapped man. Live
free in attractive room. Girls over 18
please call 298-2308 aft. 5.

Pine Earh add,
day, tionel day

St 50
200
2 50
300

§Announcement,
Aulenteime
Per Eels

MENI - WOMEN
JOBS ON SHIPSI No experience required Excellent pay. Worldwide travel,
Perfect summer lob or career. Send 62.
for information. SEAFAX. Dept E-18,
PU Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362.

TYPIST-FAST, Accurate Can editMaster’s Mc Near SJCC Mrs. Aslanlan
29E44104

FREE Room and Board for woman In exchange for light services. New Willow
Glen home, pool-near bus Non-smoker.
Call 2860735

ISO AND UP, nice, comfortable, quiet
rooms downtown, kit. priv.. 2110-39113 158
N 5th St

BLACKLITE POSTER1121 50. PATCHES
7559 UP INCENSE 262114. PIPF.S $1 00
5 UP RADIOS 5396 & UP LEATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS $2100 & UP.
BLACKLitE COMPLETE IS- Ell 09,4’
52295 STROBE LIGHTS $17 95. OAS
GLO BULB $395 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NETTING $1 IS & UP T.SHIRTS $2.65
EACH BROOKS ROE San Fernando, 1
blk from SJSU Phone 2924409.

TYPING
BO North 3rd St. Apt. 6823
287-4355

BUNNY ROOM In large house. $70/month 96 S. 17th St or call 295-7441.

124 FIAT SPORT COUPE, 1559.5 SPEED
Excellent condition, good tires. ’73 tags
Cell 247-2653. ask $1.496. Make offer

TAPE RECORDER, reel, Roberta 51E0
SOFA, converts to bed EEO. Call 2791481 after a per

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract.
Free del Free service Call Esche’s 2512598

LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom apt’ turn. $130, unfurn 2120
wiw new carpets. Quiet atmosphere near
the campus. 385S. 4th St Call Ben 288E383 or John 358-5708.

SUPERS 10091 STEREO RECEIVER, Pr.
Marentt spars Garrard SI.95 turntable
w/Sore cart Cost over 5700, most
sacrifice all or pert 2774255

THE MONEY BOOK
IS ONLY 12.50
AT 7th & SAN CARLOS
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

TYPING, EDITING. FAST, ACCURATE.
IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER. CALL 244-8444 AFTER 630
MARY BRYNER

FROM $65/m.. New rooms across the
campus Kit env , utll pa Men at 99 S
91h. women 278 5 100 St Many extras
that must be seen Open daily for inspection Cell 295-5514. 295-55213 or 287E585

EXPERIENCE EUROPE 4 to 10 wks fm
5220 Join our minibus loaded with guys
and gals from 7 English speaking countries. Camp & communicate with
Europeans. See Russia-Scan-OreeceTurkey & more. Sand for brochure: Going
Places-SD, 422S, Western L.A. Calif. Tel.
385-0012

PERSONALS

SERVICES

STUDIO’S :ea Men Only 1320 S. 3rd St

HEAD SKIS: $20. 210 cm. "standard"
Metal with new bases. still strong Phone
295-3885

FOR SALE

GRADUATE FEMALE needed to share
lqe houseiown barer near SJS 650mo
Call 293-4826 alter 5 00 Om

LARGE 2 BORN, 2 BATH FURN. APTS.
$150/mo. See at SOBS 11th St. Call 29473813. Summer rates $110

’87 MUSTANG
289 Cu eng
Auto Trans PLS. PEI Must sell $550 or
offer Call 2414624 or 243.7928

sons a

WOOD
MOVING
PALLETS
Courtesy of
BODEOA ESPANA
Wines & wine making (beer)
1040 N 4th

NATURAL F000 STORE PRESENTS
SPROUT 5 AVOCADO SANDWICNESUre
TYPE
OTHER
MANY
ALSO
SANDWICHES
1241 EAST SAN SALVADOR STREIT
1.12-

THERE WILL BE LEAGUES organized
tor Men women’s and co-ed teams in
Softball (slow pitch) and Volleyball Rosters are available in the Student Activities Office-Old Cafeteria SOFTBALL
(slow Mont Signups begin Mar 12. end Mar 26 SOFTBALL (last pitchlSign-ups
begin Mar Send. Mar 12:VOLLEYBALL
Sign-ups begin Mar 9, end - Mar 23

Parsons’s

Soc.ii

Transportation

City

F

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
CASH f
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114

Nadia,* Iwo days prior In putrlicalicn
Cirrishr Woof publication dries rally
NO telonds In ran, 111.4
PHONE 277 3175
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s $
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